AKOSH Program Directive 96-17

Date: February, 1996
To: All AKOSH Staff
From: Alan W. Dwyer, Director
Subject: CPL 95-9 Occupational Exposure to Asbestos in Construction and Shipyard Work: Flooring Industry Settlement Agreement

This program directive, PD 96-17, will implement OSHA Instruction CPL 95-9, *Occupational Exposure to Asbestos in Construction and Shipyard Work: Flooring Industry Settlement Agreement*. This instruction is attached and becomes part of this program directive.

This program directive, as it applies to occupational exposure to asbestos in construction, is effective immediately. AKOSH does not have jurisdiction in shipyards. Please ensure that all members of your staff receive this directive and understand how to implement it.

Attachments: CPL 95-9
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